
Riddles of the Sphinx:
A Film by Laura Mulvey and Peter Wollen

Script

1 Opening pages
[1' 05"]* Turning over the pages of Midi-Minuit Fantastique,
beginning with a heading ' Le Mythe de la femme ' and stopping at
a photo-montage of Greta Garbo as the Sphinx. ECU. Meanwhile
titles in superimposition:

Riddles of the Sphinx

A narrative of what wishes what it wishes it to be - Gertrude
Stein1

Opening pages
Laura speaking
Stones

6.1

4 Louise's story told in thirteen shots
5 Acrobats
6 Laura listening
7 Puzzle ending

Figure 1

2 Laura speaking
[05"] Title: Figure 2
[3' 31"] Speech introducing the Sphinx as Voice Of), delivered
to camera by Laura Mulvey, intercut with images of the Sphinx.
The sequence opens with a shot of a Greek vase; then there is a
very brief shot of Laura seated in front of a table on which there
are a microphone, two books, a child's mug and a pencil sharpener
in the form of a small globe; then there is a shot of another vase
and a return to the set-up of Laura speaking. The alternation
continues with, successively: detail from Gustave Moreau's
' Oedipus and the Sphinx '/Laura/Garbo as Sphinx/Laura/profile
shot of the Egyptian Sphinx/Laura/full face shot of the Sphinx/
Laura/zoom-in onto the mouth of the Sphinx/Laura again. The
shots of Laura become longer as the sequence proceeds.

LAURA: When we were planning the central section of this film,
about a mother and child, we decided to use the voice of the

* Shot timings are in minutes and seconds throughout.
1. G Stein: ' Regular regularly in narrative' in How to Write.
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62 Sphinx as an imaginary narrator - because the Sphinx repre-
sents, not the voice of truth, not an answering voice, but its
opposite: a questioning voice, a voice asking a riddle. The
Oedipus myth associates the voice of the Sphinx with mother-
hood as mystery and with resistance to patriarchy.

In some ways the Sphinx is the forgotten character in the
story of Oedipus. Everybody knows that Oedipus killed his
father and married his mother, but the part played by the
Sphinx is often overlooked. Oedipus set off for Thebes, turning
away from Corinth, where he'd been brought up by foster
parents. The Sphinx sat perched on a cliff or pillar outside the
city gates; she asked every man who went past a riddle. If
they couldn't answer she devoured them. Then she stopped
Oedipus when he went past and when he answered her
correctly, she threw herself down from the pillar and killed
herself.

The myth of the Sphinx took on new life after Napoleon's
campaigns in Egypt, when the Great Sphinx at Gizeh was
disclosed once again to Western eyes. The Egyptian Sphinx
is male, but on its blank face, resonant with mystery and
with death, the spectator could project the image of the Greek
Sphinx. Once again the Sphinx could enter popular mythology,
in the image of male fears and male fantasies, the cannibalistic
mother, part bestial, part angelic, indecipherable.

Oedipus is different from other Greek heroes in that he
defeated the monster, not by strength or by bravery, but
simply by intelligence. In his answer to the riddle, Oedipus
restored the generations to their proper order, but by doing
so he fell into a further trap. In his own life he disordered
them once more by marrying his own mother. It's almost as
if Oedipus stands for the conscious mind and the Sphinx for
the unconscious. The riddle confuses and disorders logical
categories and the monster is a hybrid of human, animal and
bird. But reading between the lines the myth confirms women's
sense of exclusion and suppression. The Sphinx is outside the
city gates, she challenges the culture of the city, with its
order of kinship and its order of knowledge, a culture and a
political system which assign women a subordinate place.

To the patriarchy, the Sphinx as woman is a threat and a
riddle, but women within patriarchy are faced with a never-
ending series of threats and riddles - dilemmas which are hard
for women to solve, because the culture within which they
must think is not theirs. We live in a society ruled by the
father, in which the place of the mother is suppressed.
Motherhood and how to live it, or not to live it, lies at the
roots of the dilemma. And meanwhile the Sphinx can only
speak with a voice apart, a voice off.
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3 Stones 63
[05"] Title: Figure- 3
[7' 14"] Montage sequence of found footage of the Egyptian '
Sphinx, refilmed through a number of generations with the aid of i
a motion-analyser projector, using zooms, step motion, slow and !

reverse motion, freeze frames, and extreme close-up (concentrating
on the Sphinx's mouth) eventually showing film grain.
Music. :

4 Louise's story told in thirteen shots
(Each shot is a 360° pan. Music, voice off and synch dialogue as
specified. Intertitles.)

[05"] Title: Figure 4

(1)

[12"] lntertitle: Perhaps Louise is too close to her child. How
much longer can she reject the outside world, other people, other
demands. Her husband often

[6' 09"] Louise's kitchen. Louise prepares scrambled egg for her
two-year-old daughter, Anna. The shot ends when her husband,
Chris, comes home. Tight framing at work-surface height.
Music, VO.

VOICE OFF:
Time to get ready. Time to come in.
Things to forget. Things to lose.
Meal time. Story time.

Desultory. Peremptory.
Keeping going. Keeping looking.
Reading like a book. Relief.
Things to cook.

Keeping in the background.
Fish-slice. Domestic labour.

Disheartened. Burdened.
Keeping calm. Keeping clean.
Fitting like a glove. Remorse.
Things to mend.

Losing touch with reality.
Dish-cloth. Narcissistic love.

Idolise. Tranquillise.
Losing count. Losing control.
Shaking like a leaf. Release.
Things to say.
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64 No time to make amends. No time for tea.
Time to worry. No time to hold.
Things to hold. Things past.
Meal time. Story time.

Keeping going. Keeping looking.
Reading like a book.
Things to forget. Things to lose.
No time lost.
Story time.

. (2)

[12"] Intertitle: bedtime, she likes to stay in Anna's room, waiting
for her to fall asleep and tidying away the traces of the day. She
still seems to need

[3' 42"] Anna's bedroom. Louise tidies up while Anna goes to
sleep in her cot. Tight framing at cot height.
Music, VO.

VOICE OFF:
Distressed. Strained.

Nesting. In the nest. Comfort. Effort.
At the breast. At rest.
Resting.

Take leave. Take moss. Be close.
Be clasped and cleft. Be close.

Nesting. Acquiesced. Memory. Mystery.
Dispossessed. Depressed.
Trusting.

Make cross. Make grieve. Morose.
Subject to conquest. Object to incest.

Nesting. From the nest. Blood. Brood.
From the breast. Caressed.
Hurting.

Bleeding. It was obvious.
It was as obvious as it was oblivious.
Brooding. It was plain. Be close.
It was as plain as it was pain.

Make love. Make grieve. Marries.
Mother's and another's. Mysteries.

Nesting.

If only I hadn't minded, I used to say, but I did mind very
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much. I minded more than very much. I minded more than I
could ever have dared. Mind the door. Mind the glass. Mind
the fire. Mind the child. I never minded the warmth. I minded
the need. It was needed to have minded, I used to say, but was
it needed to have minded more than very much? More than I
could ever have dared?

(3)
[12"] Intertitle: cannot make her see reason and get out more into
the world, Chris feels he must leave the house himself. It was her
idea to live in

[3' 48"] Hall with front door. Chris puts his belongings in the
back of his car, seen through the windows, and leaves home,
watched by Louise and Anna. Medium framing.
Music, with VO giving way to synch dialogue as Chris leaves.

VOICE OFF:
Transformed, I would confide.
I could have cried. I could have died.
Transformed, to cold from warmth.

The warmth.
It pacified and purified.
The warmth was far within. Hidden within.
The warmth was deep and far within.
The cold.

In labour. In hiding.
In the storm. Sheltered. Nurtured. '

The warmth.
It was inside. It was in hiding.
The warmth was far within. Hidden within.
The warmth was in the centre. In the calm.
The cold.

Underneath. Beneath.
Beneath the quilt. Mothering. Covering.

The warmth.
The cold conceded nothing.
Whoever, frozen, pleaded, it conceded nothing.
The warmth consoled. The warmth was needed.
The cold.

Transformed. Preoccupied.
I could have cried. It never died.
In repose. From warmth to cold.
Frozen. Controlled.
Preoccupied.
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66 CHRIS (standing in doorway): There's nothing much more to
say really is there? . . . said it all. . . . Look, you've got my
number haven't you? At Keith's. Just ring me if there's any-
thing. All right. Bye Anna.

(4)
[12"] Intertitle: had to get a job after all and find day care for
Anna. At the nursery she meets Maxine who makes the parting
easier. Louise is grateful for

[1/ 42"] Day-care nursery. Louise brings Anna to the nursery, on
her way to work, and leaves her with Maxine. Framing to show
Louise fully for the first time.
Synch sound.
General chatter and noise. Dialogue at end.

LOUISE: I'll have to go now. I've got to go to work. I'll see
you later. I'll collect you after tea. Goodbye. Goodbye my love.
MAXINE: Don't worry. We'll look after her.

(5)
[12"] Intertitle: at the switchboard. She is not allowed to make
outgoing calls, but feels she has to talk to Maxine. It is hard to
concentrate when she is

W 55"] Switchboard. Louise and other women at work as
telephonists. Louise calls Maxine, cutting off another caller. Wide
framing.
Synch sound.
General chatter and noise. Louise on telephone.

LOUISE: Ah, Maxine. Good. Is Anna alright? Ah, that's a relief.
I knew she'd be alright with you once I'd gone. That's why
I'm ringing. I don't think I'll be able to. No. It's not that
really, it's just. . . . I can't talk now. I'll tell you when I come
and collect Anna. We'll arrange something else perhaps. I must
go now, OK?

I'm sorry. Did I cut you off? I'm sorry. Can I reconnect you?
What number did you want? I'm very sorry.

(6)
[12"] Intertitle: wants women to work, even needs them to, but
denies them facilities and often seems almost to be punishing them
for leaving their proper place

[3' 22"] Canteen. Louise talks to other women in the canteen
about the need she feels for a day-care nursery at work. Wide
framing. Synch sound.
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LYN: . . . you do have to think about it, it costs a lot of
money doesn't it?
LOUISE: Well, what happened to you then?
LYN: Well, you know I have to take my EUie to the child
minder's, well, this morning she was ill, she couldn't cope,
so I had to go right across the other side of London. The
child minder's got a friend, you know, and she helped her out -
I mean I had to go right down Holloway Road — it cost me
twice as much as usual.
LOUISE: They ought to have a nursery here, the company
ought to provide one.
LYN: Well, they should really, I mean. It would make my life
a bit easier if they did.
ANOTHER VOICE: I'm not sure. I don't really like the idea of
my kids here where I work. I like to think of work a bit
separate from the house.
CAROL: Louise, who'll foot the bill for this sort of thing then?
LOUISE: Well they're rich enough. Just a job isn't it? Look how
many mothers there are here. They've all got young children.
They've all got problems about leaving them. I know I have.
I hate leaving mine. Can't keep my mind on my work.
CAROL: Well, you are the worrying type.
LOUISE: Well, it's not that, is it? If you've got to take your
child to the nursery before you get to work no wonder you're
in a flap when you get here.
ANOTHER VOICE: What was all that about?
MARY: About nurseries, I think.
ANOTHER VOICE: What, is she worried about her kid?
MARY: Yeah, she doesn't like leaving her, you know. Coming
in, leaving her somewhere else. She's only been here a little
while but she's talking about all sorts of problems. She's right
though. We ought to have a nursery here. Yeah, we've got a
Personnel Manager, give him something to do.
ANOTHER VOICE: Probably only take it off the wages anyway.
MARY: Oh, no, not if the Union's involved. Someone should
find out what they could do about it really. I think Louise
should. I mean, it was her idea in the first place.
ANOTHER VOICE: Yeah, I suppose it depends how many people
there are who've got kids and need . . .
MARY: Yeah, I think the important thing to do is to find out
how many kids are involved and, like, the ages as well and
then take it to the Union and see if they can do anything
about it with the management.

(7)
[12"] Intertitle: Maxine has arranged, so that she can find out more
about the Union attitude to their day-care campaign. On the way
to the meeting, they stop
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68 [z' 14"] Roundabout. Louise and Maxine, in the nursery van, stop
at a roundabout to drop off a package on their way to a meeting.
Louise asks another woman with them about the Union attitude
to day care at work. Exterior, wide framing, camera travels 360°
round roundabout as well as 360° pan.
Synch sound from inside van.

LOUISE: He should be here by now. A little boy with fair hair.
MAXINE: I think he's got to come across the footbridge.
WOMAN TRADE UNIONIST: What were you asking about your
little girl?
LOUISE: Well, at the moment she's in a community nursery,
where Maxine works, but I was wondering if it would be better
to have the nursery at work. Have the Unions thought about
that?
WOMAN: Not much really. You're lucky to get any sort of day
care, let alone the one that suits you best.
MAXINE (to child): Hello! Give this to your mother and say
thanks for waiting.

Camera starts tracking
CHILD: Bye!

MAXINE: Local authorities are cutting back on nursery educa-
tion anyway, aren't they?
WOMAN: Yes, that's right. It may stimulate the women to
demand more for themselves though.
LOIUSE: Have the Unions ever done anything at all about day
care?

Van heard to start up
WOMAN: They haven't done very much. The TUC is in favour
of free state nursery care for any parent who wants it. But
we're a long way from that.

Van enters frame left
LOUISE: I was wondering whether . . .
WOMAN: There are some nurseries in the textile industry and
the Unions do negotiate about child care there, but that's an
industry that really depends on women's labour. Unless there's
organised action around it, the Union wouldn't have any
reason to take it up, it's like most things.
MAXINE: We have to do something first if we want the Unions
to take it up.
LOUISE: HOW can you make people see the connection between
better wages and providing day care?
WOMAN: Well, trade unionism isn't just a question of wages
struggle. It's about work conditions too, it has to be.
LOUISE: In that case, might the Unions get involved in running
nurseries?
WOMAN: They might. All sorts of questions come up with
workplace nurseries.
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Van exits from frame
Should the mothers be allowed to visit during the day?

Should the creche stay open to let women shop before they
collect their children? Some Unions want the employers to pay
for company nurseries, but have the nurseries run by Unions
and parents together.

Track ends. Pan continues for a while

(8)
[12"] Intertitle: her friendship with Maxine has intervened. This
affects her attitude to a lot of things, including shopping, after all
another form of women's

[3' 41"] Indoor shopping centre. Louise, with Anna, and Maxine
are part of the crowd in the shopping centre. Wide framing.
Music, synch sound.

(9)
[12"] Intertitle: mistakes, so the Union won't take up her case.
Although she hopes to keep the campaign going from outside, she
can't help worrying

[4' 15"] Playground. Louise takes Anna to a playground in the
park, having lost her job. Exterior, wide framing.
Music, VO.

VOICE OFF: Questions arose which seemed to form a linked
ring, each raising the next until they led the argument back
to its original point of departure.

Should women demand special working conditions for
mothers? Can a child-care campaign attack anything funda-
mental to women's oppression? Should women's struggle be
concentrated on economic issues? Is domestic labour pro-
ductive? Is the division of labour the root of the problem?
Is exploitation outside the home better than oppression within
it? Should women organise themselves separately from men?
Could there be a social revolution in which women do not
play the leading role? How does women's struggle relate to
class struggle? Is patriarchy the main enemy for women? Does
the oppression of women work on the unconscious as well
as on the conscious? What would the politics of the uncon-
scious be like? How necessary is being-a-mother to women, in
reality or imagination? Is the family an obstacle to the libera-
tion of women? Is the family needed to maintain sexual
difference? What other forms of child care might there be?
Are campaigns about child care a priority for women now?
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70 Question after question arose, revolving in her mind without
reaching any clear conclusion. They led both out into society
and back into her own memory. Future and past seemed to
be locked together. She felt a gathering of strength but no
certainty of success. *

(10)

[12"] Intertitle: no longer needs to keep Anna to herself. But by
sending Anna to stay with her own mother, Louise has brought
herself back into her own past. They

[3' 47"] Louise's mother's garden. Louise and Maxine visit Louise's
mother, who is looking after Anna and pottering around the garden.
Towards the end of the shot, Louise- stands and watches her
daughter and mother as they throw sticks onto the bonfire.
Exterior, medium framing.
Music, synch sound.
General chatter and noise.

GRANDMOTHER (when audible): Let's go in the garden and have
a nice time in the garden. Oh, look, they're looking at photos.
You go and look at those while I go and see to the bonfire . . .

. , . We don't want green tomatoes, do we? No, we want
lovely red ones . . .

There we are, all lovely and blazing. I like a lovely blaze . . .

(11)

[12"] Intertitle: both go to visit Chris at work. He is editing a film
he thinks will interest them and Louise wants to tell him that she
has finally reached

[7' 05"] Chris's editing room. Chris shows Louise and Maxine film
and tapes he has been working on, about a woman artist (Mary
Kelly) and her work (Post-Partum Document, ICA 1976). Louise
tells him she has decided to sell the house and stay with Maxine.
Tight framing, anti-clockwise pan, starting and finishing on white
screen; room in darkness for second half of shot, showing images
on two Steenbecks and video monitor.
Synch sound dialogue and voice of Mary Kelly reading diaries and
documents over film and tape.

CHRIS: DO you mind, I've just got to get this film ready. Won't
be a moment, okay?
MAXINE: Okay.
LOUISE: Right.
MAXINE: Hey, Louise, I've got something to show you. Have
you got a mirror?
LOUISE: Here.
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MAXINE (holding mirror to packet of Camels): See - look. It
should be in mirror writing.
LOUISE: It is.
MAXINE: NOW, look. '
LOUISE: It's not in mirror writing. How does it work?
MAXINE: Magic. No, seriously, it's the cellophane. It acts as a
special kind of filter. Puts the letters back to front again so
they appear the right way round.
LOUISE: DO you know, I think camels are my favourite animals.
I like the way that camel's much bigger than that pyramid.
The way the desert just stretches out to the horizon. I think

'it's their shape — all lumpy and baggy, hanging over a ram-
shackle old skeleton.
CHRIS: Okay, I think I'm ready. Shall we start?
LOUISE: By the way, Chris, there's something I wanted to say
to you. I've decided, I want to sell the house.
CHRIS: Umm, okay, if that's what you wan t . . .
LOUISE: Yes.

CHRIS: What about the market though? It's a bad time to sell,
isn't it?
LOUISE: It's a good time for me to sell. I've decided I want to
be rid of it.
CHRIS: YOU won't get much money for anywhere else, you
know. Once we've sold the mortgage.
LOUISE: I don't think I want anywhere else. I'm going to be
staying with Maxine.
MAXINE: She'll be much nearer and you'll be able to see Anna
more.
LOUISE: Yes, Anna's older. She doesn't need me all the time
now.
CHRIS: YOU mean you don't need her.
LOUISE: Well, anyway that's what we've decided, haven't we?
CHRIS: Right. Shall we start?
MAXINE: IS it work by a woman artist?
CHRIS: Yes, that's right. It's about her child and herself as
the mother. I've got some film, got some video tape as well.
I'll put the lights out.
VOICE OF SOUNDMAN: Mary Kelly - retaping.
VOICE OF MARY KELLY: The diaries in this document are based
on recorded conversations between mother and child (that is,
myself and my son) at the crucial moment of his entry into
nursery school. The conversations took place at weekly inter-
vals between September 7th and November 26th 1975. They
came to a ' natural' end with his/my adjustment to school.
There also occurs at this moment a kind of ' splitting ' of the
dyadic mother/child unit which is evident in my references,
in the diaries, to the father's presence and in my son's use of
pronouns (significantly ' I ') in his conversations and of implied
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72 diagrams (for example, concentric markings and circles) in his
' drawings '. The marking process is regulated by the nursery
routine, so that almost daily finished ' works ' are presented
by the children to their mothers. Consequently, these mark-
ings become the logical terrain on which to map out the
' signification * of the maternal discourse.

September 27th. I was shocked to find that he was crying
when I picked him up from the nursery. I didn't think about
coming early and he saw the others leave. Now he's very
suspicious when I take him. I can't forgive myself for that
because I should have known, although, I thought that, I was
so convinced that he was different, that he is very sociable.
The second day he actually screamed when I left. The teachers
made me leave. I was shocked because Ray was not upset by
it at all although I couldn't take him again that week. I had
Sally take him the first three days and Ray took him the rest
of the week. I suppose it's kind of lack of boundary definition.

October 11th. I was distressed all this week by his apparent
anxiety over going back to the nursery and I felt a bit guilty
about being away teaching every day till Wednesday. He
had tantrums which freaked Sally out. Thursday was the first
day that I saw him and it bothered me as well.
VOICE AND CLAPPERBOARD: Roll 34 - Take 1.
VOICE OF MARY KELLY: October 24th. I was amazed that he
actually said, I like school this week. At least that's sorted out
but why doesn't he get over this tonsilitis? He had to go to
the doctor again this week. It was a very unsatisfactory
checkup, it took about one minute. It just makes me feel
more responsible for him when other people don't show con-
cern for him, but I guess I'm just as bad. I forgot to give
him his medicine.

Weaning from the dyad. For both the mother and the child,
the crucial moment of ' weaning' is constituted by the inter-
vention of a ' third term ' (that is, the father), thus consolidat-
ing the oedipal triad and undermining the Imaginary dyad
which determined the inter-subjectivity of the pre-oedipal
instance. This intervention situates the Imaginary ' third
term ' of the primordial triangle (that is, the child as phallus)
and the paternal ' image' of the mirror phase within the
dominance of the Symbolic structure through the Word of the
father. That is, the mother's words referring to the authority
of the ' father', to which the real father may or may not
conform.
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73
[i2"] Interthle: as in dreams but takes the form of masquerade,
locked into a world of images where each needs to feel sheltered
within another's gaze to find

[10' 08"] Maxine's room. Louise reads a transcript oj a dream
back to Maxine, who is making up at a dressing table. The room
is full of mirrors.
Medium framing, but space fragmented by reflections and reflections
within reflections. Towards the end of the shot camera and
cinematographer are visible in one of the mirrors.
Music, synch sound.

LOUISE: What does it mean? I can't understand most of it.
MAXINE: Pieces of thoughts I put into words. Pieces of words
which seemed to mean something and I wanted to remember.
LOUISE: What about this? What does this mean? ' They make
a groove or a pattern into which or upon which other patterns
fit or are placed unfitted and are cut by circumstances to fit.'2

MAXINE: I don't know. It must be something I copied out
of a book.
LOUISE: I see what it is. She felt she had been living in a fairy
tale, the oldest fairy tale that we still know, from the Valley
of the Nile. It matched with something she remembered very
clearly from her childhood.
MAXINE: Yes, I remember now - it's about how she went out
with her mother and her little brother and how her mother
laughed at them when they said they weren't going home.
Her mother just turned and went round the corner.
LOUISE: DO you know, I remember almost the same thing. I
remember sitting on the kerb and refusing to move. There
must have been something I wanted and my mother wouldn't
give it to me, and a little group of people gathered round.
MAXINE: It's like when you go to a demonstration. There's a
ring of people standing looking at you and you don't know
whose side they're on.
LOUISE: YOU feel very defiant and eventful.

What about this - when was this? ' I was on a boat, sitting
on a stool in front of the mast, eating a pear which had been
cut very carefully into slices. It was a large boat, some kind
of naval vessel, because it had large guns and sailors wearing
helmets with plumes. They must have been soldiers, a whole
regiment of them. I was afraid of the soldiers. It seemed to
me that they were finding fault with me. I think it was because
they wanted to weigh anchor. So I went down to my cabin
and looked at myself in the looking glass. Only instead of

2. ' H D ': Tribute to Freud.
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myself I saw my father carrying a saucepan. He said he
had come for the wool-combing. There was going to be some
kind of festival where the sheep were going to be sheared
and the wool combed by women. The sheep were held down
by straps. Then my father blew on a bugle and the soldiers
with plumes on their helmets all came in. My father ordered
me to begin combing the wool. I said, " I can't, I'm dead
beat." He said that I must, or I would infect everybody at the
festival with some kind of disease, or rather all the men at
the festival. They all began to show horrible symptoms. They
were growing gills and their entrails were falling out. I was
very frightened, and picked up the comb which had a number
of notches cut in it. My father began to coax me to begin
combing but I was not able to. Then I noticed that standing
behind.my father was another man, who seemed to be lame,
and perhaps some kind of priest. He asked me whether I was
an oyster woman. Everybody was excited by this question,
which they seemed to think was very shrewd, but I did not
know what to reply. I ran to my father and seized the sauce-
pan which he had been holding in his hand. It was full of
jewels, which had a rind on them. When I began to shell
them all the men began to grind their teeth but I carried on
peeling the rind. Inside there were hundreds of tiny caraway
seeds. When I looked up I saw that the lame man was wearing
a feathered headdress, like an Indian Chief. I suddenly realised
that all this time I had been wearing a veil. I tore it off and
threw the caraway seeds at the lame man, dressed like an
Indian Chief. He became all distorted and disappeared. Only
my father was left. I felt very perplexed. Then he said, " You
must receive communion at Easter." I realised that it was
Ash Wednesday and I thought that I must be my mother,
although I knew she was dead. I had a feeling of jubilation
and in a very loud voice I ordered that all my father's property
should be sold by auction. All the women threw away their
combs and shouted, " Bravo! Well done! " They unstrapped
all the sheep and knocked the helmets and military caps off
the soldiers. I don't remember much more except that I was
dancing on the deck of the ship, in front of a sheet of canvas
or sailcloth.

Camera and camerawoman visible in frame

' There were colours and banners, and when I looked at the
sea it seemed to be made of silk.' What does that mean I
wonder.
MAXINE: I don't know exactly. That's why I wrote it. I hoped
I'd understand it more. It has the texture of meaning.
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(13) 75
[i2"] lntertitle: detour through these texts, entombed now in glass,
whose enigmatic script reminds her of a forgotten history and the
power of a different language.

[6' 36"] British Museum Egyptian Room. Louise and Anna,
surrounded by mutnmified bodies and sarcophagi, puzzle over
hieroglyphs. Wide framing.
Music, VO.

VOICE OFF: She remembered reading somewhere a passage
from a book which she could no longer trace, words which
had struck her at the time and which she now tried to recon-
struct. ' Inscribed on the lid of the box were the words:
" Anatomy Is No Longer Destiny" and inside, when she
opened it, she found the figure of the Greek sphinx with full
breasts and feathery wings. She lifted it up out of the box to
look at it more closely. As she did so, it seemed to her that
its lips moved and it spoke a few phrases in a language which
she could not understand, except for three words which were
repeated several times: " Capital ", " Delay " and " Body ".
She replaced it in the box and closed the lid. She could feel
her heart beat.'

The rhythm of the sentences was not quite right and she
felt sure there was some particular she had forgotten. She
tried to imagine the scene as the writer might have. Would
the box have been padded with cushioning, a quilted material,
folds of velvet, black or red, buttoned or embroidered? What
would the pattern of the embroidery be? She imagined an
intricate web of curved forms, intertwined knots, like the
tendrils and fronds in the marsh where, according to Bachofen,
the first matriarchy arose, or the curls of pubic hair from
which, according to Freud, women wove the first veil.

What kind of material was the Sphinx carved from? Soft
like wax or hard like agate? Ancient like amber or modern like
bakelite? Were the feathers real, rippling under her heedful
touch like the overlapping waves? Whatever it was she'd
forgotten, it was surely something central, more weighty, not
some detail of design or manufacture. Could she have known
the name of the language which the Sphinx spoke? The more
she tried to remember, the more she found her mind wander-
ing, mislaying the thread of logical reconstruction and return-
ing to images from her own childhood.

She remembered how, when she had been very small, her
mother had lifted her up to carry her on her hip and how
she had hovered round her cot while she fell asleep. She
remembered her feeling of triumph when her father left the
house and the sudden presentiment of separation which
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y6 followed. There was the time when she had opened a drawer
with a little key and found a piece of coral and a badge which
had gone darkish green. And she remembered one morning
coming into her mother's room and finding her mother's
friend sleeping next to her mother, and she suddenly under-
stood something she realised her mother had tried to explain
and she felt a surge of panic, as if she'd been left behind and
lost. She thought her mother would be angry, but she smiled,
and, when she got out of bed, she noticed the shapes of the
arch of her foot and her heel and the back of her calf.

She had been drawing acrobats, trajectories of the body and
displays of skill and balance. She saw them no longer as
pioneers of the ideal, but as bodies at work, expending their
labour power upon its own material. She was fascinated by
the gap between the feeling of bodily exertion and the task
of drawing and writing, gestures which consumed themselves
in their own product, giving a false sense of effortlessness
which no acrobat could hope to approach.

' " Capital ", " Delay " and " Body ". She replaced it in the
box and closed the lid. She could feel her heart beat. She
felt giddy with success, as though, after labouring daily to
prevent a relapse into her pristine humanity, she had finally
got what she wanted. She shuddered. Suddenly she heard a
voice, very quiet, coming from the box, the voice of the Sphinx,
growing louder, until she could hear it clearly, compellingly,
and she knew that it had never ever been entirely silent and
that she had heard it before, all her life, since she first
understood that she was a girl! '

The voice was so familiar yet so fatally easy to forget. She
smiled and, in her mind, she flung herself through the air.

5 Acrobats
[05"] Title: Figure 5
[6' 44"] Montage and superimposition sequence of women
acrobats — rope act, floor act and juggler. Shot in black and white
but central section optically printed with two colours in series.
Music.

6 Laura listening
[05"] Title: Figure 6
[2' 52"] Laura Mulvey listens to tape of herself rehearsing her
introduction and of the Sphinx as Voice Off. Camera set-up as in
Section 2.

LAURA (on tape): " . . . into a social hieroglyphic. Later on, we
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try to decipher the hieroglyphic, to get behind the secret. . . .'3

' To the patriarchy, the Sphinx, as woman, is a riddle and
a threat. But to women, who live under patriarchy. . . .'

' To the patriarchy, the Sphinx as woman is a riddle and a
threat. But women within patriarchy are faced by a never-
ending series of threats and riddles - dilemmas which are
hard for women to solve, because the culture within which
they must think is not theirs. We live in a* society ruled by
the father, in which the place of the mother is suppressed.
Motherhood and how to live it, or not to live it, lies at the
root of the dilemma. And meanwhile the voice of the Sphinx
is a voice apart, a voice off.'
VOICE OFF (on tape): ' I was looking at an island in the glass.
It was an island of comfort in a sea of blood. It was lonely
on the island. I held tight. It was night and, in the night, I
felt the past. Each drop was red. Blood flows thicker than
milk, doesn't it? Blood shows on silk, doesn't it? It goes
quicker. Spilt. No use trying. No use replying. Spilt. It goes
stickier. The wind blew along the surface of the sea. It bled
and bled. The island was an echo of the past. It was an island
of comfort, which faded as it glinted in the glass.'

77

7 Puzzle ending
[05"] Title: Figure 7
[3' 00"] ECU. Getting first one and then another ball of mercury
to centre of maze puzzle; maze violently shaken. Cut to black.

[1' 45"] Credit Titles. Music.
Total running rime: 90' 45".

Main Credits
Script and direction - Laura Mulvey and Peter Wollen. Cinema-
tography - Diane Tammes, assisted by Jane Jackson and Steve
Shaw. Editing - Carola Klein and Larry Sider. Sound - Larry
Sider. Music - Mike Ratledge. Cast - Dinah Stabb (Louise),
Merdelle Jordine (Maxine), Rhiannon Tise (Anna), Clive Merrison
(Chris); Marie Green (Acrobat), Paula Melbourne (Rope Act),
Crissie Trigger (Juggler); Mary Maddox (Voice Off), Mary Kelly,
Laura Mulvey. Production - British Film Institute.
16 mm, Colour. Shot on location in London, August-October 1976.
Budget, £19,300.

This script © Laura Mulvey and Peter Wollen 1977. Materials
from Post-Partum Document by kind permission of Mary Kelly.

3. K Marx: Capital, Vol I, Ch 1.
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Edinburgh 1977
In conjunction with its regular presentation of new films the festival
is continuing its policy of organising a special event which aims to
explore systematically through daily presentations, group discussions
and screenings, a set of problems within film theory. This year the
subject of the special event is:

History/Production/Memory (August 22nd-28th)
The main emphasis of the special events in recent years has been
on ideology seen as an operation between the film text and the
spectator. This year's event will attempt to situate this work by
examining the problem of ideology as a social instance within
particular modes of production, specific social formations and
historical conjunctures, exploring such key concepts as dominance
and the question of the articulation of historical materialism with
language and the unconscious.
Screenings will be organised around four areas: Ealing Studios, the
popular memory debate, Vertov and the Soviet Avant-Garde of the
1920s, and British political documentary in the 1930s. There will also
be a forum on independent film in Britain in the 1970s, involving
film-makers, distributors/exhibitors and critics in which the problems
raised at the event can be discussed in relation to current film-making
practice.
Speakers will include: Stephen Crofts, John Ellis, Stephen Heath,
Claire Johnston, Annette Kuhn, Olivia Rose, Keith Tribe, and
members of the Glasgow SEFT group.

Edinburgh 1977 Magazine

The second issue of Edinburgh's annual publication which seeks to
provide critical and theoretical work to accompany the special event
and the festival's practice in general.
The 1977 issue will include: Colin MacCabe on history and memory,
Foucault/Ranciere/Narboni on popular memory, Geoffrey
Nowell-Smith on the writing of history, John Caughie on TV.

To Attend
The event has a subscription fee of £12 or $24 (students £8 or $16).
The fee includes access to over twenty event films, participation
in seminars and a copy of the magazine (to be sent out in advance).
The magazine is also available separately at £1.50 or $6 (including
airmail postage).
Only a limited number of places are available: priority will be given
to those who apply before August 1st.

Applications to: Edinburgh Film Festival Council,
3 Randolph Crescent,
Edinburgh EH3 7TJ (Tel.: 031-225 1671)
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